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Abstract
Identifying information requirements is a well-understood activity, but the practice of converting
data into visual form based on these requirements is less defined. The Ecological Interface Design
(EID) framework attempts to bridge this design gap by offering a set of visual design principles. While
these principles supply high-level goals to be achieved by the display, they do not describe the design
process per se. EID case studies tend to report the work domain analysis, the design solution and the
relationship between these two artefacts. Unfortunately, the presentation of a final solution does not
reveal the rationale for decisions made during the design process. This, coupled with the complexity of
the systems involved can make it difficult to transfer design knowledge to other work domains. Here a
methodology is proposed to guide the design of visual interface components that make up an ecological
display. A structured approach for matching requirements to visual form based on work domain
analysis, task analysis, scale matching, and data transformations is presented. A case study reveals the
rationale behind the redesign of a process control health reporting system using this methodology.
Keywords: Visual Design, Ecological Interface Design, Decision Support

1. Introduction
Industrial automation has increased the volume and the complexity of data in modern manufacturing
environments. In response, there is a growing interest in providing advanced visual interfaces to
monitor and control industrial processes. While graphical rendering technologies continue to improve,
choosing the correct visual encoding of system data remains a complex design problem. Data can be
visualised in many different ways and the most suitable visual encoding depends on a wide range of
factors including data types, data relationships and users goals.
Many techniques exist for revealing users goals including task analysis, ethnographic research and
work domain analysis. These typically result in information requirements documents that specify the
information to be presented in the interface. In terms of visually encoding this content, information
visualisation research has provided a large selection of design solutions for a wide range of work
domains (Card et al., 1999). Unfortunately, while these may inspire new designs, the re-use of existing
solutions is dependent on an exact matching of data-types and user tasks. This can rarely be achieved
given the varying constraints of different work environments.
Ecological Interface Design (Burns and Hajdukiewicz, 2004; Vicente and Rasmussen, 1992) is a
cognitive engineering framework that attempts to bridge the design gap between information
requirements gathering and visual design. It provides methods for work domain analysis and a
corresponding set of visual design principles for generating graphic displays. However, while these
principles provide good heuristics for overall presentation methods, the design of individual graphic
components tends to be dealt with on a case-by-case basis.
In this paper, a structured methodology for mapping information requirements to visual form is
presented. In section 2 the advantages and limitations of the EID framework are discussed. Section 3
presents a visual design methodology that builds on EID. Section 4 introduces a case study where this
methodology is applied to a process control health reporting system. Sections 5 and 6 describe the
application of the analysis and design phases of the methodology to the case study. Section 7 provides a
short design evaluation and section 8 presents the contributions and conclusions drawn from this
research.

2. Ecological Interface Design
Ecological Interface Design is a framework for creating advanced user interfaces for complex
socio-technical systems. Unforeseen events that occur in dynamic, open systems can lead to nonPublished as: C. Upton and G. Doherty Extending Ecological Interface Design Principles: A
Manufacturing Case Study, International Journal of Human Computer Studies, 66 (4), p271 - 286,
2008. DOI 10.1016/j.ijhcs.2007.10.007 .

normative situations that are difficult to identify comprehensively through user analysis techniques.
The EID approach begins by generating a work domain model revealing the functional constraints of a
system, this model is then used to structure the visual interface. The resulting design embeds the
functional relationships between physical components into the display at different levels of functional
abstraction. This provides an externalised system model, which should allow for a better understanding
of the system state and support users dealing with unanticipated events.

2.1 Key Concepts
An Abstraction Hierarchy describes causal relationships within an engineering system at different
levels of granularity, placing the high-level functional purpose at the top and physical functions carried
out by components at the bottom (Rasmussen, 1985). The same system can be physically divided into
sub-systems and further into individual components. By combining physical and functional
decompositions, a work domain model is generated in the form of an Abstraction Decomposition Space
(ADS).
The Skills, Rules, Knowledge taxonomy proposes that operator behaviour when working with
complex systems can be categorised into three different modes; skills-based, rules-based, and
knowledge-based (Rasmussen, 1983). These modes require information from progressively higher
levels of the abstraction hierarchy. EID outlines three visual design principles to ensure that each mode
is supported.
• To support skills-based behaviour direct manipulation should be used and the representation
should be isomorphic to the part-whole structure.
• To support rules-based behaviour a consistent one-to-one mapping between constraints and
the cues or signs provided by the interface should be provided.
• To support knowledge-based behaviour the work domain should be represented in the form
of an abstraction hierarchy to serve as an externalised system model.

2.2 Limitations
EID has been applied to a wide range of domains including process control, medical and social systems
(Burns and Hajdukiewicz, 2004, Vicente, 2002). Physical domains such as power generation and
chemical processing benefit from having constraints that are clearly defined through physical laws (e.g.
thermodynamics). They also have physical structures that are generally available in the form of
engineering mimic diagrams. The ADS is an excellent tool for capturing the constraints of such
systems and providing an accurate structural model. Information systems, however, are not so clear-cut
and often the constraints are derived from more variable, and in some sense, more arbitrary targets. In
these cases, a more explicit action model is beneficial and task focussed analyses are required in
addition to work domain modelling to identify information requirements for interface design (Higgins,
1998).
The EID visual design principles were defined in very general terms to enable their application to a
wide range of domains and do not describe the design process for individual graphic components.
Instead, they provide guidelines for the composition of these components into a unified design. While
EID case studies provide numerous examples of ecological interfaces, the specific nature of the work
environments makes it difficult to transfer this design knowledge to other domains. As a result, the
selection or generation of visual displays for complex work environments remains a difficult task.

3. A Visual Design Methodology
This section presents a methodology that attempts to address these design limitations. It consists of an
analysis phase dealing with knowledge elicitation and a design phase concerned with knowledge
representation (fig.1).

3.1 Analysis Phase
As with EID, the analysis phase begins by constructing a work domain model of the system. This is
supported with a task analysis that reveals the action model associated with users roles. The
combination of work domain and task focused analyses have been shown to reveal unique and
complimentary requirements for complex system control (Jamieson, Miller, Ho, Vicente, in press,
Jamieson, 2006). Here we demonstrate how a task analysis can, not only reveal information
requirements, but can also be used to guide their visual representation.

3.1.1 Work Domain Analysis
A work domain model describes a system in terms of its functional constraints. This avoids the
possibility of capturing potentially inaccurate user models and integrating them into the interface.
While the ADS is the most common technique used in EID, a number of alternative models also exist.
Multi Flow Modelling is a method, which can be used where subsystems are multifunctional and do not
fit neatly into an abstraction hierarchy (Lind, 1999). Other forms of work domain modelling include the
functional abstraction network (Elm et al., 2003) and the abstraction lattice (Upton and Doherty, 2005).
Choosing the correct technique will depend on to the complexity of the domain and the analyst’s
preference and experience. While the work domain model provides a structural model of the system
constraints, it does not reveal strategies or tasks, which must be carried out by users to achieve the
system goals.
3.1.2 Task Analysis
A task analysis is used to reveal an action model of the system that clearly defines the goals, tasks and
actions that enable a user to carry out their work. The analysis should occur after the work domain
model has been generated in order to have an objective system description against which we can
understand the user’s tasks. Again, there are a wide range of different techniques. Action oriented
approaches such as Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) (Kirwan and Ainsworth, 1992) are suitable for
describing the observable behaviour of a user or for analysing written procedures. Techniques like
cognitive walkthrough (Wharton et al., 1994) & control task analysis (Vicente, 1999) are more useful
for revealing possible user mental models of the work domain, which are not observable. The correct
technique will again come down to the analysts experience and the particular domain. The task analysis
allows us to understand when information is accessed, how it is used and what level of detail is
required.

Figure 1 Visual Design Methodology
3.1.3 User Evaluation and Refining Information Requirements
In both work domain and task analysis the outputs consist of models. The creation of these models
early in the process allows the analyst to approach users with design artefacts that can be discussed and
validated rather than having to describe the system from first principles. Once the models have been
validated, the results can be compiled into an information requirements (IR) matrix (Jamieson et al., in
press). This matrix provides all of the information requirements in a single table with columns
identifying reference names, analysis methods, data sources, and data ranges. An example of an IR
matrix is provided in table 1 (see appendix).

3.2 Design Phase
EID’s design principles work at a macro-level and relate to the composition of graphic elements that
capture the information requirements. The initial generation of these graphic elements is a more
subjective activity. For instance, should data be represented on a bar chart or a pie chart or multivariate
data using parallel plot charts or polar displays? At a general level, all data can be described as being
either quantitative or qualitative. Psychophysical research measures human ability to make quantitative
judgments from graphical encodings. This approach has resulted in a basic tasks model of graphic
efficacy providing guidelines for representing simple quantitative data (Cleveland, 1985). In situations

where the relationship between quantitative values is required, approaches such as the Proximity
Compatibility Principle provide us with guidelines for generating configural displays to reveal higher
order relationships (Wickens and Carswell, 1995). These approaches are useful when dealing with
quantitative data; however, the information requirements of complex work domains often feature
qualitative data and structural relationships such as hierarchies and networks. To deal with this, a better
way of describing the formal properties of data is needed along with more specific guidelines for
encoding non-quantitative data.
3.2.1 Data Scale Analysis
The Theory of Scales of Measurement proposes that all data can be categorised into four perceptual
scales (Stevens, 1946) nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio. These scales refer to the formal properties
exhibited by the data. Nominal data has the formal property of category so that one datum can be
distinguished from the other data. Ordinal data can be categorised but also has the property of
magnitude so that any datum can be said to be greater than, less than or equal to another. Interval data
maintains the previous two properties but in addition exhibits equal interval whereby the sense of
magnitude is regular but continuous (e.g. time). Finally, ratio data has all the previous properties along
with the presence of a zero value. This allows for detailed comparisons of magnitude between data, for
example that a quantity is twice or half the value of another. These scales provide a more detailed way
to describe data and a more formal method for describing data relationships.
As the IR matrix describes system variables in terms of data sources and data ranges, each
information requirement can be assigned a data scale. This is recorded in a column of the IR matrix to
facilitate graphical encoding (see table 1 in the appendix). This completes the first step in the design
phase of the methodology.
3.2.2 Visual Scale Matching
The Semiology of Graphics describes seven visual variables that form the most basic elements of
graphic composition (Bertin, 1983). These are position (the spatial variables), size, value (tone),
texture, orientation, shape and hue. These visual variables have perceptual lengths that can be matched
to the data scales to support four styles of graphical perception.
• A visual variable is said to be associative if it allows a nominal category to be perceived
despite the influence of other visual variables within the same graphic form. For example
being able to find triangular icons in a display that uses multiple shapes and colours.
• Selective perception occurs when a visual variable causes a nominal category to pop out of a
display. For example the shape formed by all the blue points in a multicoloured scatterplot.
• Ordinal perception relates to the ability to place data representations on an ordered scale.
This can be achieved through the position, size, brightness and scale. Each of these allow us
to make natural ordinal (greater or less than) judgements.
• The quantitative scale (a combination of Stevens’ interval and ratio scales) allows a viewer
to judge the amount of difference between two representational elements. Only the position
and scale can provide an accurate quantitative encoding.

Figure 2 Visual Scale Matching

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the visual variables and the types of perception they
support. The visual variables differ according to their perceptual lengths i.e. the number of discrete
differences than can be perceived on each level. Position has the longest length with infinite
possibilities for variation. It can theoretically support infinite dimensions but in practice, visual
displays are limited by physical constraints (e.g. screen size). It has been demonstrated that data that is
correctly matched to a corresponding visual variable can improve performance for certain cognitive
tasks and position is unique in that it provides the best support for all data scales (Zhang and Norman,
1994).
3.2.3 Generation of Design Space
The IR matrix reveals relationships and structures within system data that define the visual components
to be included in the final interface. As data scales can be encoded in a number of different ways, it is
possible to generate a range of sketches for each component by matching the data scales associated
with their information requirements with supporting visual variables. This constitutes the visual design
space of possible solutions (Card and Mackinlay, 1997) from which a final design can be selected. The
sketches can be thought of as low-fidelity prototypes that can be presented to users early on in the
design process to test their accuracy in describing the work domain and their effectiveness for task
support.
3.2.4 Data Transformation
The nature of visualized data is that it loses the precise detail of alphanumeric presentation to facilitate
rapid estimates of relative value (Liu, Salvendy et al., 1999). If the user is able to work with
approximate data then two questions arise. Firstly, what are the cognitive tasks being carried out by the
user with this data, and secondly, is the data scale shown in the IR matrix appropriate for the task being
carried out? Reducing data to the appropriate data scale is a critical step in the visualisation process
(Petersen and May, 2006). For example, consider the task of monitoring flow levels. If the task is to
report the flow level then a quantitative value may be required. However, if the task is to keep the level
around a target then ordinal values (amount greater or less than) may suffice. Similarly, if the task is to
judge if the level is below a certain limit then nominal values (below/above) may be adequate. Each of
these formats indicates a transformation in the data scale. Sometimes there is a need to access the same
data in different ways at different times. For example, an operator may move from a monitoring
situation involving ordinal information to a diagnosis situation involving quantitative data. Rather than
duplicating data presentation the visual encoding can act as a gateway to alternative data scale. This is
the principle behind the “overview, zoom and details on demand” information visualisation mantra that
encourages the use of interaction techniques such as brushing, zooming and filtering (Schneiderman,
1998).User evaluation of the design sketches reveals whether the data scale described in the
information requirements matches the cognitive task being carried out with it. If this is not the case,
then data transformations can be carried out based on the task analysis and issues noted during user
evaluations.
3.2.5 Graphic Form
Once data transformations have been completed, the new values can be re-encoded through visual scale
matching to generate the final graphic form. This component can be integrated with the display
following EID’s design principles. This approach ensures that the graphical encoding of the data values
match the users cognitive tasks. It may be also be used to reverse engineer the design rationale for
existing graphic forms to test if they are suitable for use in a particular design. This is the final stage of
the methodology and completes the steps outlined in figure 1.

4. Case Study: PCS Health Reports
A process control system (PCS) combines statistical and engineering techniques to control the output of
a specific process. Within manufacturing industries automated PCS’s play a critical role in ensuring
that products are manufactured to the same quality and standard. Sensors measure different parameters
(temperature, pressure etc.) across multiple machines to ensure that they are complying with pre-set
targets. The PCS monitors these readings to ensure that out-of-control machines are taken off-line as
quickly as possible. Targets in a PCS are not necessarily fixed and can vary over time and with the
introduction of new product lines. Many automated PCS’s have very rudimentary user interfaces
making it difficult to see whether sensors are functioning and optimised. A PCS Health Report applies
statistical methods to sensor data to allow managers and engineers to understand how successfully the
PCS is performing. It should enable them to monitor parameters at higher levels of abstraction, judge

whether targets are correct and tell whether sensors are operational. By providing data summaries in the
form of health indicators the report permits engineers to locate and resolve issues with the PCS and
inform process improvements. The PCS health report of a large manufacturing plant can take in data
from thousands of different sensors, which are organised into different areas. Engineers are given
responsibility for monitoring these areas. The data is also collated to provide site-wide health readings.

Figure 3 PCS Health Reporting System

4.1 Example: Semiconductor Manufacturing
A simplified example of a PCS Health Reporting system for semiconductor manufacturing is presented
in figure 3. Screen A shows a health report overview displaying a range of modules, their
corresponding health readings and their constituent indicators. Screen B is an indicator control chart
showing the various sensor readings, the machines they relate to and the parameters they are
measuring. This system was developed to provide the information required for PCS health monitoring,
however, it has not gained widespread acceptance and is generally used by only one or two expert users
within each functional area. While the data itself is relevant, the presentational format does not seem to
effectively support the tasks associated with monitoring and diagnosis of errors. This case study deals
with the redesign of this system.

4.2 Redesign Challenges
This project requires an interface for a large complex system involving temporal data, system
monitoring and fault diagnosis. These conditions motivate the use of an EID style design framework.
At the same time, the system has a number of unique characteristics that set it apart from domains
where EID has been used in the past.
While EID has previously been applied to process control systems, PCS health reporting involves
monitoring the performance of measurement parameters rather than the process itself. This means that
instead of basing a work domain model on a physical manufacturing process, we must base it on
equipment organisation and statistical models of normal behaviour. Physical processes can generally be
described through physical laws and these are often used to establish the abstract function level of an
abstraction hierarchy. As this system is not based on physical laws, the abstraction hierarchy may be
more difficult to reveal.

At lower levels of abstraction, physical process can generally be described through the mechanism
of transporting mass or energy through a system. Often the complexity stems from the tight coupling of
subsystems and components involved in these causal relationships. In the health report, system
relationships are less causal and more hierarchical. The complexity now stems from the huge numbers
of components involved and the difficulty in defining them into subsystems that are meaningful to end
users. While process control activities usually involve balancing a small number of variables to achieve
a goal, in this case a single indicator chart can provide hundreds of individual sensor measurements
presenting serious representational challenges.

5. Analysis Phase
5.1 Work Domain Analysis
Previous work has demonstrated that two separate but complementary abstraction hierarchies are
required when generating a work domain model of a high volume manufacturing environment (Upton
and Doherty, 2005). The first takes a manufacturing perspective based on the process flow; the second
takes an engineering view describing the system in terms of the equipment (fig. 4). As the purpose of
the health report is to ensure that the machines in the facility are conforming to normal behaviour, its
physical hierarchy should correlate to the engineering view. At the lowest level, tools carry out
individual process steps in the line. Groups of tools that carry out the same steps are gathered together
into a toolset. Groups of toolsets that are all of the same model of tool define a module. Groups of
modules that are involved in the same general function (i.e. etching, lithography etc.) form a functional
area. The manufacturing facility (known as a Fab) is made up of a number of distinct functional areas.
This model of the fab is based on industrial engineering specifications for semiconductor
manufacturing and describes the functional constraints of the system independent of user tasks.

Figure 4 Structural overview of work domain (Fab)
5.1.1 Abstraction Hierarchy of the Health Report
To generate an abstraction hierarchy for the health report, the high-level functional purpose and the
low-level physical form were initially defined before populating the intermediate levels of functional
abstraction. The functional purpose of the health report is to maintain stable process control
performance, presented as a PCS Health Value. At the physical form level, data is gathered by
parameter sensors located in individual tools.
The health value is calculated from two sources, a control indicator and a validation indicator. The
control indicator measures the stability of the PCS in terms of parametric variation while the validation
indicator measures how many of the sensors in an area are functional (i.e. recording data). These
sources are placed at the next level of abstract function in our hierarchy.
The control indicator is derived from a number of sub-indicators that use statistical methods to
measure different types of variation in the sensor data. These include the on-target, control limit
variation (CLV) and percentage out of control (%OOC) readings shown as columns in the health report
overview (fig. 3 (a)). The values displayed are the number of parameters in a module that pass or fail a
specific test. For example, the first module in the health report overview has 13 successful and 2 failing

parameters for the on target indicator (OTI). The sub-indicators form the generalised function level of
the abstraction hierarchy.
The individual sub-indicator charts show the parameter reading along with the individual sensors
readings that are used to calculate it. Figure 3 (b) presents the On Target Indicator chart, a control chart
showing deviation between the tool sensors and the target for each parameter. The mean deviation
across tools gives a parameter reading (labelled ALL in the chart key fig 3 (b)). As this parameter
reading drives the sub-indicator value we place it at the level of physical function.
The indicator chart also presents the sensor reading for each tool. The sensors are described by the
parameter they measure and the tool in which they are located and make up the lowest level of physical
form.

Figure 5. Fab Abstraction Decomposition Space (ADS)
5.1.2 Abstraction Decomposition Space
The links between these levels have a means-ends relationship to each other. If we take any level, the
links upward show why it is required and the links downward indicate how it is generated. For example
the control indicator is required to generate the overall health reading for a module and is itself
generated through the combination of the three sub-indicators. At the same time, this abstraction
hierarchy relates to the purpose of an intangible, information-based, monitoring system rather than that
of the physical fab. As such, the levels of the hierarchy may not match directly to the physical
characteristics of the work domain.
A physical decomposition based on the engineering view divides the system into fab, areas,
modules, toolsets and tools. By spreading the abstraction hierarchy across this physical decomposition
it is possible to identify how the levels of granularity associated with health monitoring align with the
real world system (see fig. 5). The overall fab health is calculated from the mean health value of its
functional areas. The functional area health values are derived in the same way from their modules. The
health value for each module is calculated by combining the validity and control indicator values. The
control indicator is based on its sub-indicators, which in turn are based on parameter readings for each
test across the whole module. These parameter readings are generated from parameter sensors on
individual tools. The response (or lack thereof) from individual sensors is used to generate the validity
indicator at the abstract function level of the module. The range of sensors, described by the
tool/parameter topology, exists at the level of physical form.
The physical decomposition of the fab is a structure that is familiar to the workers. It marks
boundaries of responsibility and provides an explicit model of the system. By mapping the abstraction
hierarchy of the health system onto this physical decomposition the relationship between quantitative
information (e.g. health values) and the qualitative information that describes the work domain is
revealed. What becomes evident is that the current health report does not supply information at the
physical level of toolset. As this is part of the physical model of the overall system, this omission

requires further investigation. The ADS reveals structural information that describes the system. In
order to gain a better understanding of user actions, a task analysis is useful.

5.2. Task Analysis
This is the second stage in the analysis phase of the methodology. The original health report tool has a
detailed user guide outlining procedures for understanding and interacting with the report overview and
each of the indicator charts. This was used as the basis for an initial task analysis and was supported by
interviews. Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) has been used in the past to supplement EID (Jamieson,
et al., in press) and is also applied here.
5.2.1 Hierarchical Task Analysis
The health report user guide is presented in list format with accompanying illustrations of the interface
and charts (fig. 3). A series of non-normative states are described and assigned response flow
checklists. The main challenge in generating a HTA was to decouple the task descriptions from the
original design. The descriptions referenced the current visual representations of the data thus fixing
the interaction sequences and low-level actions. In order for the constraints to be understood
independent of the representation, the descriptions were abstracted into a Goal-Task-Subtask format
that removed all reference to interface elements. A portion of this HTA expanded for the on-target
indicator chart is available in figure 9 in the appendix.
The analysis begins at the health report overview (fig. 3 (a)) where the goal is to ensure that an area
is running effectively. Plan 0 has three steps; locate the area, check its health values and where
necessary, review the indicator summary values. At the next level, plan 3 shows that if any of the
indicators are below a set target their corresponding charts should be accessed. The On-Target
Indicator (OTI) chart (fig. 3 (b)) allows engineers to monitor parameters and ensure that they remain
within control limits. The HTA outlines three major tasks that the engineer must carry out with the OTI
chart.
• Task 1: Locate any sensor that lies outside of the control limits. These indicate nonnormative tools that need to be returned to an in-control state. (e.g. fig. 3 (b) Param_11)
• Task 2: Detect unmatched parameters. If the sensor values for a parameter are widely spread
they are said to be unmatched. This causes process variability that can result in faulty
product at end of line. (e.g. fig. 3 (b) Param_4)
• Task 3: Find off-target parameters that are matched. An entire set of tools may be off-target
for a parameter. There are two probable causes for this. An incorrect parameter target may
have been set or a change in the product may have a knock on effect on the processing
requirements. In either case, the target for the process parameter needs to be checked and
adjusted. (e.g. fig. 3 (b) Param_8)
Generating the HTA from the user guide reveals a number of information requirements that were
not captured by the work domain model such as the control limits and targets.

5.3. Model Validation
The work domain and task analyses can further aid knowledge elicitation as they provide design
artefacts (i.e. the ADS and HTA models) that can be presented to actual users. While it is possible for
users to operate using inaccurate or incomplete mental models of the functional system, the work
domain model can be used as an objective model to identify and address these misconceptions. Process
engineers are responsible for the health and performance of process tools and are the main users of the
health report system. Both the ADS and the HTA were reviewed with 1 senior and 3 junior process
engineers to identify problems with the existing health report.
5.3.1 Work Domain Review
As mentioned in section 4.1 the current health report has not gained widespread acceptance. Senior
process engineers, responsible for processes across an entire functional area, tend to use the report to
manage parameter targets. Their initial response to the ADS was that it provided an accurate
description of the health report in relation to the physical model of the fab. When queried about the
missing toolset level, the junior process engineers revealed that toolsets mark the boundary of
responsibility for their role. They tend to manage a small number of toolsets (1-3) and only in very rare
occasions would they be responsible for an entire module. However, the level of toolset is not present
in the existing health report nor is it mentioned in the documentation. They also revealed that they were
generating their own graphs from raw data to support tasks confined to their own toolsets, as it was
difficult to identify their toolsets in the current display.

5.3.2 Task Analysis Review
The initial user response to the Hierarchical Task Analysis was that it captured all of the activities
required to carry out PCS health monitoring. This was surprising as it made no mention of toolsets or
validity metrics that were featured in the work domain model. During interviews, it became apparent
that users meant that the HTA accurately described all of the activities that were effectively supported
by the current health reporting tool, not that it captured the full range of tasks that they were required
to carry out. This provides evidence on how the user’s model of their work can be formed by the tools
they use. Activities such as the custom generation of toolset graphs were seen to exist outside of the
core PCS health monitoring activity, as it was not possible to achieve through the existing report. These
activities will need to be supported in a redesign of the display if the system is to gain widespread
acceptance. A number of semi-structured interviews were carried out with two junior process engineers
to establish additional activities that form part of their work. These included
Locating a specific sensor. An engineer may wish to observe a sensor that they suspect is
problematic based on information sources outside of the report.
View parameter performance across a tool. Being able to compare multiple parameters on an
erratic tool can reveal patterns that can aid diagnosis.
Check whether sensor is working. The validity indicator is available at the module level but not for
individual sensors. This makes it difficult to detect specific non-functional sensors.
Check toolset health. An engineer may wish to understand whether a problem with a particular
parameter is caused by their toolset. This requires some way of grouping the sensor readings by toolset.
5.3.3 Walkthrough Analysis
As well as new tasks, the interviews revealed that aspects of the existing designs made it difficult to
carry out some of the more basic tasks. This motivated an additional user study to be carried out.
Detailed walkthroughs were carried out with one senior and one junior process engineer who were
asked to interact with the OTI chart using a “think aloud” verbal protocol. They identified the main
tasks as well as the level of detail required to make decisions. Aspects of the design found to be
frustrating included:
Locating Parameter Value. Users had difficulty locating the parameter reading (the “ALL” icon in
fig. 3 (b)) as it was encoded in the same manner as the sensors and it generally lay at the centre of a
cluster of icons.
Selecting sensor icons. Users found it difficult to click on the sensor icons to view a graph of
performance history, as they were very small.
Occlusion of icons. Icons with the same or similar OTI values tend to overlap making it difficult to
click on any icon other than the foremost. This results in frequent incorrect selections.
Ability to locate a specific sensor. The current design had been developed to highlight the sensor
values; however, the visual encoding makes it difficult to locate sensors based on the tools name.
Ability to view all parameters at once. In the original chart, the parameters are widely spaced in
order to be read as units. In situations involving a large number of parameters horizontal scrolling is
required to view the state of a module.
5.3.4 Model Validation Results
The model validation shows the advantages of carrying out the work domain analysis at the
beginning of the project. While the work domain model reveals the level of toolset in the engineering
hierarchy, toolsets were not featured in the original health report. As a result, the parameters are
described only from the perspective of the PCSs functional/computational model. As the junior process
engineer’s responsibility relates to toolsets, the relationship between parameters and toolsets should be
expressed in the design. This would bring the computational model of the health report closer to the
user’s model of the system.

5.4. Information Requirements
The final step in the analysis phase of the methodology involves compiling the results of the various
analyses into an IR Matrix (see table 1 in the appendix). Each analysis identifies information
requirements from different perspectives. By comparing each requirement against those revealed by the
other models, it is possible to correlate structural information with event-based information. Details on
how to integrate these variables is presented in Jamieson, et al (in press). In this case the IR matrix in
table 1 is divided into 4 sections. The first section features structural information requirements that
describe the higher levels of the ADS. The second section relates to temporal information about the
system state. These were revealed during our review of the models with the users and will be used to

identify and navigate to areas requiring further investigation. The third section describes one of the subindicator charts, the on-target indicator. Here both structural and temporal information is required in
order to gain an understanding of the system state. The final section relates to a simple trend chart of a
sensors history and marks the lowest level of data provided. Each requirement is assigned to a row with
descriptive columns. The first column describes the information requirement; this is a variable (an
object, value or relationship) that needs to be expressed in the interface. The next three columns
indicate which of the analyses revealed the associated information requirement. The fourth column
gives an example of the data associated with the information requirement. The fifth column is our own
addition to the IR Matrix. It is reserved for the data scale on which this IR variable exists, which will be
revealed in the design phase of the methodology.

6. Design Phase
While EID’s visual design principles propose that the work domain model should be embedded in the
form of an abstraction hierarchy, the lack of further instructions on how to achieve this has lead to a
number of different approaches being taken. In earlier work, the proximity of graphic elements and
symbolic icons played an important role in encoding different levels of the abstraction hierarchy
(Bisantz and Vicente, 1994). Later approaches developed individual representations for each of the
abstraction levels and experimented with presenting them in separate windows or integrated on
multiple layers (Burns, 2000). In most situations where EID has been applied to physical engineering
systems, mimic diagrams tend to provide the physical form level with higher levels of functional
abstraction built up from this starting point.
The health report system is different from traditional process control environments in that its subsystems (e.g. indicator charts) are not directly associated with the manufacturing process but relate to
more abstract statistical control concepts and categories of equipment. Because of this, a mimic display
of the physical process flow would be irrelevant. Here the design phase of the proposed methodology is
applied to visually encode the work domain model and to generate a graphic form that represents the
physical function level.

6.1 Embedding the Work Domain Model
In the ADS (fig. 5), the relationship between the higher levels of abstraction is relatively
straightforward. The health of the fab is expressed as a single value derived from the health of its
functional areas. Similarly, the control indicator for an area is derived from the control indicators of its
constituent modules. However, as we move towards lower levels of abstraction the number of values to
be displayed grows considerably making it difficult to represent all the values in a single view. The IR
matrix reveals that both the abstraction hierarchy and physical decomposition should be displayed
along with health and indicator values at each level.

Figure 6. New design for health overview with embedded work domain model

Figure 7. The design rationale for OTI chart redesign

Figure 8. The new ecological health report system with OTI chart redesign
6.1.1 Data Scale Analysis
The data scales that describe a hierarchical structure involve the ordinal relationship between parent
and child nodes that form the levels and the nominal relationship between sibling nodes on the same
level. While tree nodes diagrams are the most familiar representation, hierarchical structures can be
encoded in a number of different ways (for a review see Upton and Doherty, 2006). In this case, the
physical and functional hierarchies are joined together by the various indicator values, which are
quantitative variables.

6.1.2 Visual Scale Matching
To construct a representation that integrates both hierarchies, they are flattened and encoded on the
vertical and horizontal spatial axes. The physical decomposition is assigned to the vertical spatial axis
and encoded using an expanding tree menu. The abstraction decomposition is mapped to the horizontal
spatial axis. The resulting matrix is a representation of the work domain model (top section of figure.
6). Tonal values are used to emphasis the ordinal relationship between layers. Note how the health
value bar is dark grey while the valid and control indicators are a lighter shade. Individual nominal
indicators are encoded on adjacent columns. The flattening of the hierarchies places both the ordinal
and nominal relationships on each axis resulting in an expanding matrix where individual measurement
values can be displayed for each level of physical abstraction.
6.1.3 Data Transformation
In order to support data comparison tasks, the data associated with the control indicators (number of
pass/fail parameters) have been normalised and transformed into a single quantitative metric (%). The
other indicators have also been normalised to the same scale and encoded using the size/area visual
variable set by the length of the bars (see fig. 6). Encoding these variables on a shared visual scale
allows a user to identify causal relationships between higher-level metrics and lower level indicators.
For example during top down diagnosis, a user can compare the performance of the functional areas by
vertically scanning their health values (functional purpose level). If one is low, clicking on its label will
expand the matrix to show all of its constituent modules (see figure. 8). This process can be repeated to
find the module that is causing the low reading. A horizontal scan across different indicators for a
module (abstract and general function levels) can inform the engineer on the nature of the problem and
which indicator control chart to access to carry the diagnosis down to the next level (physical function).

6.2 Design of Physical Function Level
The expanding matrix described above only displays information down to the generalised function
level associated with modules. Below this level, the nature of the tasks change according to context.
Managers, senior engineers and junior engineers may approach the same data from different
perspectives. In the original health report system the on-target indicator chart (fig. 3) was provided to
support all roles. Problems with this chart were highlighted in the analysis phase (section 5). Here, the
design methodology is applied to generate a new graphic form that improves support for a range of
different tasks.
6.2.1 Data Scale Analysis
The information requirements matrix (table 1) shows all of the variables required to support the tasks.
These variables exist on both the nominal scales (parameter/toolset/tool labels and matched status) and
the quantitative scale (parameter/sensor values, target/control limits). In fact, the original OTI chart
(fig. 3 (b)) displays all of this data already with the notable exception of the toolsets. Now that the data
scales have been revealed it should be possible to match them to visual variables to generate a design
space of possible alternative solutions.
6.2.2 Visual Scale Matching
Visual scale matching is used to generate a number of sketches that make up the design space. Figure 7
(a) is a sketch of the original encoding shown in figure 3 (b). The quantitative readings, control limits
and target are encoded on the vertical axis. The sensor/tool/parameter topology is encoded by way of
an icon. This icon sits at the junction of three dimensions; the quantitative reading encoded through
position on the vertical axis, the nominative parameter that the sensor is recording is encoded through
position on the horizontal axis and the nominative tool on which the sensor exists is encoded through
shape. This design uses direct scale matching, but as the parameter values are encoded on the
perceptually powerful spatial axis, the result is a parameter–centric view of the system. It is easy to
identify that parameter 3 (P3) has one off-target tool while parameter 4 (P4) has all of its tools ontarget. However, it is more difficult to derive whether tool 3 (T3) is on target for all parameters. While
shape is effective in encoding a nominal variable, it does not afford selective perception and therefore
the readings of parameter values across tools is not well supported.
An alternative method is shown in figure 7 (b). Here the quantitative values have been displayed on
the horizontal axis, nominative tools have been encoded on the vertical axis and the nominative
parameters are encoded through texture. While it is now possible to see how well an individual tool is
performing for all its sensors, it is difficult to focus on parameter performance as this display reverses
the perspective encountered in the previous sketch

An alphanumeric/spreadsheet style presentation may seem counter intuitive as a visualisation but in
fact, it captures the relationship between the nominal dimensions by creating a tool/parameter matrix.
The major limitation of this display is that the data is difficult to read. Each figure must be read and
independently calculated to see whether it lies within the control limits. Figure 7 (c) shows a reduced
example of the indicator chart data with four points lying outside of control limits, clearly
demonstrating that such points are difficult to locate.
In Figure 7 (d) the same matrix is used but the values have been encoded through scale, the only
remaining visual variable that accurately encodes quantitative perception. This encoding has the
potential to overload the vertical axis to display the toolsets as well as tools and makes it possible to see
how tools within a specific toolset are performing. However, some new problems arise with this
presentation. It is now possible to see the data from either perspective, but very small readings become
increasingly difficult to see while very large readings occlude other readings in the display. It also
presents a challenge in encoding the target and the control limits in the display.
6.2.3 Data Transformation
Figure 7 (d) provides the best support for sensor identification but obscures the important quantitative
sensor values. While this straightforward scale matching does not highlight the important data, it may
be possible to transform this quantitative data to a lower scale that still supports the tasks.
Examination of the task analyses and interview notes reveal that only ordinal and nominal cognitive
operations are carried out on this quantitative data. The task of detecting whether a sensor is off-target
involves checking if it is greater than or less than the control limits. This is an ordinal estimation
leading to a nominal state (on target or off-target). From the monitoring perspective, the user is less
concerned with the precise quantitative readings and more interested in discrete classes of distance
from target (e.g. on-target, on-target but close to control limit, outside of control limit). Once this level
of information is present in the display, detailed information on individual sensor readings and
performance history can be accessed on demand through the selection of their graphic components.
With this knowledge, a series of data transformations can be carried out (fig 7 (e)). The parameter
and sensor values can be converted to a discrete ordinal range showing distance from the target. The
direction of the distance is a nominal variable with two categories, above or below. The crossing of the
control limits is another nominal variable with two categories, within or outside.
6.2.4 Graphic Form
With these data transformations complete, a new scale matching exercise can be carried out (fig. 7 (e)).
Distance from target is split into six discrete ordinal regions, three within limits and three outside of
limits and have been encoded using six different sizes of graphic point. The nominal “direction of
distance” variable is encoded with the pre-established control limit colours; blue for above and red for
below the target. These hues have been modified so that their luminance is balanced. The nominal
“within or outside control limit” variable is encoded using tone. Icons outside of the control limits
change from low colour saturation to high colour saturation. Technically tone is better suited to ordinal
variables, but by using wide variation between the tones, the two categories are easily distinguishable.
The nominal variables of parameters and tools are encoded on the horizontal and vertical axes
respectively. This enables the tools to be organised into toolsets, which are labelled on the same axis. A
number of benefits were noted with the redesign.
• The matrix presentation supports locating specific sensors.
• The mean parameter value is easily identified in the first row in the display.
• The placement of the tools on the vertical axis makes it possible to embed the toolset/tool
hierarchy allowing engineers to judge the health of their tools within the overall toolset.
• Off-target sensors are larger and therefore more salient and easier to select.
• Non-functional sensors are also easy to identify as the absence of a sensor icon means that
the sensor is not gathering data.
• Finally, the overall design is more spatially efficient eliminating the need for horizontal
scrolling.

6.3 The Ecological Interface
The ADS reveals a system where there is no coupling between physical subsystems (functional areas)
and where each of these involves a large number of homogenous components. The graphic form
described in section 6.1 makes these relationships explicit as it matches the structure of the ADS. This
supports knowledge based behaviour such as top-down diagnosis of system issues. A manager can
easily identify the casual relationships between higher level health metrics and specific indicators. The
use of an expanding matrix supports the large volumes of data by allowing lower-levels of information

to be accessed through higher-level metrics. For junior engineers this technique can be used to navigate
directly to their modules and move efficiently between the different indicator charts. The expanding
matrix presentation also frees up a lot of screen space allowing charts to be displayed alongside the
work domain model. These charts support skills based behaviour such as identifying unusual system
behaviour. At higher levels of abstraction, this chart area can be used to display health values over
time. At lower levels it can be used to show the indicator charts at the physical function level within the
context of the overall work domain model.
The chart area is closely coupled to the work domain component supporting movement between
skill, rules and knowledge based behaviour. At higher levels, selection of an individual health metric
will display its health history as a line chart (fig. 6). As the user moves down through the abstraction
hierarchy the information in the chart area changes to reflect this. On selection of a control indicator,
the relevant indicator chart is displayed (fig. 8). The formatting of the chart is aligned with the work
domain component with both the physical decomposition and functional abstraction carrying through to
the chart itself. Looking down the left hand side of the screen shows the fab, functional area and
module in the work domain component, while the toolsets and tools of the selected module are shown
in the chart area. Similarly, the functional abstraction is encoded on the horizontal axis. Looking across
the work domain component we can see the relationship between the health indicator and the
valid/control indicators, followed by the relationship between the control indicators and its four sub
indicators. Finally, the value of the on-target sub-indicator is derived from the number of on-target
parameters located in the first horizontal row of the on-target indicator chart. This formatting reveals
the relationship between low-level data and high-level information and provides an external model of
the work domain in the form of an abstraction hierarchy.

7. Design Evaluation
As an initial investigation into the differences between the old and new designs, a control task analysis
was carried out for two of the major tasks. This analysis technique uses a design artifact known as the
decision ladder to chart the information processing required to carry out control tasks (Vicente, 1999).
The ladder consists of two structures, information processing steps and states of awareness. The
different states of awareness equate to the different levels of the abstraction hierarchy, with lower
levels relating to physical functions and higher levels relating to the functional purpose. The more
complex the task, the more information processing steps are required and the higher we climb on the
decision ladder.
Figure 10 (see appendix) shows the decision ladders for two of the main tasks, observing parameter
performance and detecting erratic tools. In both cases, we can see that the original design requires more
information processing steps to complete the tasks. As the original graphical encoding did not support
reading the data from both physical and functional perspectives, additional information processing
steps are required to identify the system state. In the new design, the graphical encoding allows the user
to observe the system state and move directly to the appropriate response. The control task analysis
suggests that the redesign should give a better performance than the original design. This was further
investigated through a more formal usability evaluation, which demonstrated improvements for
efficiency, accuracy and satisfaction across a range of tasks. Details of this study are available here in
Upton and Doherty (2007).

8. Conclusions
The aim of this research is to develop a visual design methodology that guides the design process.
While interface design for complex socio-technical systems has been the subject of much research, the
visual design aspect of the problem remains a craft based activity. In general, the quality of design
depends on the experience and intuition of the designer. The increasing availability of visualization and
charting software is empowering a wider range of developers to create visual applications. While
visualisation software removes many of the technical challenges of visualisation development, it does
not necessarily support novice designers in the selection of appropriate visual display techniques for
specific user’s tasks. Academic theories on cognition, work and design are often perceived as being too
abstract and lacking in practical advice for the visual design of interface elements (Rogers, 2004). A
methodology should break the design problem down into a number of theoretically sound activities,
which on completion, will help to produce an appropriate design solution.

8.1 Contributions
The research presented here makes a number of contributions. First, it provides a structured approach
to the visual design of graphic forms based on formal properties of their information requirements. The
use of visual scale matching in the design rationale guides the encoding of the data to maximise
cognitive efficiency. Second, it provides further support for the use of both work domain and task
analysis in the interface design process. While work domain modelling is important for building a
structural model of a system and revealing information requirements, task analysis provides details on
how these requirements are used. This allows data to be transformed onto a scale that best suits the
user’s tasks and results in a more usable graphic form. Third, this is the first application of EID to a
process control health monitoring system. While this application is quite specialised, it demonstrates
that the framework can be applied to systems whose information structures are not defined by a
physical process flow. Finally, the research has produced an ecological interface incorporating new
graphic forms that improve user performance of process control health monitoring tasks. While this
case study focuses on a specific industry, the monitoring of automated systems is an important issue
across a wide range of domains.

8.2 Limitations
Despite these contributions, the approach falls short of being a step-by-step methodology. During the
analysis phase of this case study a number of different task analysis techniques were applied. While
these were appropriate for this situation, they are not the only methods that could be used. As stated in
section 3 the correct analytical techniques will depend on the experience of the designer and the nature
of the work domain. Similarly, in the design phase, visual scale matching should not be considered an
explicit path to a design solution but more a technique for generating and evaluating design concepts
that support perceptual efficiency. The designer is still responsible for defining the data scales and
selecting the correct solution. Rather than an explicit methodology it may be better to consider the
approach outlined in figure 1 as a high-level framework that outlines necessary phases in the design
process. Design is a difficult activity to structure and the opportunistic use of specific design techniques
will continue play an important role in the practice of design. At the same time this framework
illustrates the usefulness of carrying out both work domain and task analyses and indicates how their
outputs can influence subsequent design decisions. It also highlights how design must be an iterative
process and requires the exploration of a design space before deciding on a final solution.
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